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Question
What is the origin of the symbols A and Z for atomic
weight and number?
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Answer
Though neither symbol seems logical from the standpoint of an English-speaking chemist, they make perfect sense to someone who speaks German, as they are
abbreviations for the German words Atomgewichte or
“atomic weight” and Zahl or “number.” Until recently,
a lower-case z was also widely used in the electrochemical literature to represent the number of ionic
charges and appeared not only in Faraday’s law (1):
it = zFN

[1]

and the Nernst equation:
E = E° - (RT/zF)lnQ

[2]

but also in such thermodynamic relationships as:
ΔG = -zFE

[3]

The precise origins of the use of an upper-case Z
for the number of nuclear charges are more difficult to
trace. Most of Bohr’s early work on the quantized
Rutherford atom was published in English and, in
keeping with this, he used the letter N rather than Z to
represent the number of nuclear charges (2), a practice
that was also adopted by Moseley in his seminal papers
on the correlation between atomic numbers and X-ray
spectra (3). The most likely source for the switch to the
German symbol lies in Arnold Sommerfeld’s (figure 1)
later refinement of the original Bohr model, as most of
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Figure 1. A young Arnold Sommerfeld (1868-1951).

Sommerfeld’s work originally appeared in German
rather than English (4). An additional factor which may
have played a role in the universal adoption of the
German, rather than the English, symbol is that the
latter has the disadvantage of possible confusion with
the symbols for both nitrogen and Avogadro’s number.
In any case, by the late 1920s, the use of Z rather than
N for atomic number and nuclear charge was virtually
universal (5).
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